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Summary

Four chemical balance weighing designs,D2,1^3, D4 and Dg each with
2v weighing operations have been suggested by Dey (197J) as alternative
to the 'repeated' designDi- The present paper proposes a new design
Do with only(2v-rl) weighing operations, which is shown to be superior
to some of the existing designs in certain cases.

1. Introduction

The results of n weighing operations to determine the individual
weights of V light objects on a chemical balance withzero bias fit
into the linear model y=Zp+e where X^ixa), i=l, 2,
y= l, 1, V, is an «Xv matrix of elements x<j=+ l, —lorO
according as in the ith weighing operation, the j-th object is placed
respectively, on the left pan, right pan or none; y is the nXl
observed vector of the recorded weighings; p is the vXl vector of
the unknown weights of the objects and e is an « X1 random vector
of errors with £(e)=0, = where E stands for expectation,
e' denotes the transpose of e and I„ is the nXn identity matrix.
X is called the weighing design.

If X'X is non-singular, the least squares estimates of the

weights are given by X'y with covariance matrix

Cov (p)=(Ar' X)-^ Henceforth we take C=(Z'
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a chemical balance

design which is shown to be better than some of the existing designs.

2. Criteria for the Comparison of Two Weighing Designs

Let Vdenote the number of objects whose weights are to be
estimated. The following three criteria are chosen for comparing
two designs.
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Criterion (/)• Of two weighing designs Xi and X2, is
superior to X^ if the variance of each of the estimates is smaller in
the case of design Xi than in the case of design Xz.

Criterion {a). Xi is superior to X2 if triCiXtriCz) where
Ci=(Zj Xi)~^, i—\, 2 (A-optimality).

Criterion (Hi). X^ is superior to X2 if det(A'i 'A'i)>det(A'2 '^2)
(D-optimality).

3. The 'Repeated' Design and its Alternatives

3.1. The 'repeated' design. One of the methods of construct
ing a weighing design is based on the incidence matrix of a balanced
incomplete block (BIB) design. The incidence matrix of a BIB
design with parameters v, b, r, k, Ais the Axv matrix defined by
N*=(n{j) where n,-j=l or 0 according as tbej-th treatment occurs or
not in the ith block. By replacing 0 by -1 in A''* we can obtain a
matrix which is a chemical balance weighing design to weigh v
objects in b weighings. If the BIB design is symmetrical, i.e, if
b=v, no degrees of freedom are left for the estimation of the error
variance, To overcome this difficulty, one alternative is to repeat
the design Nx which results in

" Nx -
•••

- Nx .

We call Di the 'repeated' design.

3.2. Alternatives to the 'repeated' design suggested by Dey
{1972). The alternatives to the 'repeated' design as given in Dey
(1972) are the following :

• Nx • ~ Nt • Nx
—

. ... ) -Og — ... or ...

9

_ B _ _ —t) _

" Ml -
-

- -Ai" - Ai -
Z)4= ... or ...

j
... or ...

_ /v _ . -h .

where, N2 is the incidence matrix of the complementary BIB design,
Jv,v is a vxv matrix with each element unity and iVs is a square
matrix of order v derived from by replacing 0 by —1.

3.3. The new design D^, Without any loss of generality let us
assume that the r{=k) elements of the first block of the chosen
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BIB design represent the first r of the vobjects to be weighed. If
the block 5i is deleted from the BIB design, we shall be left with
(v—1) blocks in each of which there will be exactly Aelements from
among the first r objects of the BIB design. Form the (v-l)xv
matrix from the incidence matrix N* of the chosen BIB design by
performing the following operations; (i) delete the first row of iV ,
(n) replace 0by -1 and (m) in each row of the resulting matrix,
replace by zeros the Xunities corresponding to the Xelements the
row has from among the first r objects. The design Dq is given by

L iVo--
It can be easily verified that

'A B'

.B' D,

A=5 (r-X) /r+(2v-6r+5A)
5=(2v —7r+6X) Jr, (o-r)

and Z)=8(r-X) {2v-l-8 (r-X)}
3.4. The Si and series and the non-singularity of Dt.

i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. When V9^2r, N-l is non-singular and consequently,
designs Di. /=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, which are obtained by augmenting Ni
with additional rows, will also be non-singular.

Dey (1972) has compared the designs Z)<, f=l, 2, 3, 4, 5 with
respect to the following two series of BIB designs :

S^:y=b=4t-\, r=k=2t-2, X-=-t-l t>l
Sa : v=6=s2-i-j+l, r=k='S+\, X=1 s being a prime

power.

For the purpose ofcomparing Do with £><, i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we
shall restrict our studies to the above two series ofBIB designs.

4. Comparisons Between the Design

Criterion (i). Consider the series. The expressions for the
variance factors are as follows :

TABLE 1

where

Design
Variancefactors for the

first r objects
Variance factors for the

last (v—r) objects

Do
Di to £>6

(2ra_f+4)/10f (r^ +l) (2/3+3f'+6r+l)/16/2 (»»+l)
See Dey {1972)
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Itcan be easily seen that Z)„ is superior to all the designs Di,
z=l, 2, 3, 4, 5 when r>4.

Next consider the series. The variance factors are seen to
be as lollows ;

TABLE 2

Design Variancefactors for the
first r objects

Variance factors for the
last (v—r) objects

Do
9i3-14i2_27j+48 954_l5i3_20i=+475+3

V

/

/ '5(9j1-15j3-».1U2 + 16j+8) (9^4-15i=-1 ]s2-H 6s+ 8)

Di to Ds See Dey (1972)

Comparing the variance factors we see thatZ)q is superior to all D/j
except Dx for j=4, 5. For ^>7, Z)q is inferior to D^_, and also to
Da for the estimation ofthe weights of the first r objects, but is
superior to the other designs.

Criterion (r7). Consider the series. The values of v-^ tr{C)
for the various designs are as follows :

Hesign

Da

Di

Da

Da

D4

Dfi

TABLE 3

v-i HO

(26/3_,2+66/-lI)/40r (/2+1) (4/-1)

1/4/

(4/2-/+2)/5/(1+4/2)

(4/2-3/+1)/2/ (8/2-4r+l)

(4/2_7,+4)/2 (/+i) (8r2-12/+5)

3/2 (4/+1)

Comparison of these values shows that is superior to all the
other designs for />4,
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For the series the values of ir{C) are as follows :
TABLE 4

Xypsign v-i tr (C)

11

Do (45i-5_3i4-i40.v'-9352+I83j+384)/40 (42 +i+l)" (9i4-15j3-lljH 16^+8)
Di (j3-2j5-2i+5)/8(i2-i-l)2

Da (2i3_25«-3j+6)/5 (2i4-2i3-j2+2i+l)
Da (i3+3)/4(i4+i2+2i+l)
D4 (i4-25a +s+2)/4(j+l)(i«-JHl)
Dg (si-Zs^-7s^+5s+\)l(4s+l) (i4-2^8-jH2i+2)

In this case it is seen that £>0 is superior to all the other designs
except Di when j>3.

Criterion {Hi). Consider the Si series. The values of det

(i); a) are as follows :

Oesig'

Do

Di

Da

D3

D4

D5

TABLE 5

det ( D^ D,)

5SJ-2 26«-1 /4«-2(/2+1)

2l2<-5 /4«-2

514-2 /4<-2 (4/2+ 1)

28(-3 }it-2 (8,2_4/+l)

28<-a (r+l)4«-2(8<2-12/+5)

2(4/+l)^«-2

Comparison of these values indicates that I>o is superior to all the
other designs except Di when (>4.

For the Sz series, the values of det yD'̂ are as follows;
TABLE 6

Design

Do

Di

D2

D3

D4

Db

det (Dj D<)

53 (9s4—15^3-11^2+165+8)
2352+«s+i.5i''-J (44-2^3-52+23+1)
2^2+3^^2+3 (2s4-2j3-42+ 25+1)

2832+23+1.592+3(5+j2 + 2j+ 1)

2^s'̂ +232^1 (i+l)j:2+5 (54—j2+l)

(4i+1 25 2+2j+ 2)
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Comparison of these values indicates that Z)o is superior to all the
other designs except Bi when s^3
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